
FACING UP TO THE CLIMATE CRISIS ON A JOURNEY OF SELF-DISCOVERY

SPARK FILMS
FILMS TO BELIEVE IN



We’re for the creators, the visionaries,
the people who are trying to change things. 

We use film to powerfully champion your
vision, your motivation for change, the purpose
from which everything else flows.

Your purpose defines your product, the culture
of your company, the people you hire and the
customers who buy from you.

And a film is the perfect way to make your purpose 
matter to your customers.

It gives voice to your very reason to exist.  



SHOWREEL

https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/694004506/d354bb5402
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/694004506/d354bb5402


 

With clarity of purpose comes the trust and confidence that can 
build loyalty with existing customers and engage new ones; 

galvanise support and promote awareness;
aid recruitment, partnerships and collaboration;

and drive sales.

Every aspect of WHAT you do can be transformed by  
powerfully expressing WHY you do it.

In the right hands it can be personal and meaningful. 

It can make your audience feel the change you are making.

 



CHARITY | EDUCATION + SOCIAL CARE
THE CENTRE FOR EMOTIONAL HEALTH
Exerpt

“We have worked with Sasha on many occasions 
and have been delighted with his films. He has 
a wonderful way with people and is sensitive to 
delicate scenarios. He has an ability to grasp what 
the client is aiming for, steering the filmmaking 
gently, yet unobtrusively, along the way. I would 
thoroughly recommend Spark Films.” 

— Sally Alden, Head of Fundraising & External 
Relations.

CULTURE + PERFORMANCE | AGENCY
ENGLISH NATIONAL OPERA
Exerpt

“Sasha, at Spark Films, is a brilliant story-teller 
with years of experience brought to bear on the 
films he has made with us.

He is quick to understand the client’s needs, and 
works with them to tell the simplest and most 
powerful story possible. He is mindful of the 
practical side of the production process to ensure 
maximum efficiency in all he does. He is also a 
lovely man to work with.”

— James de Zoete, Creative Director,  
RED BEE MEDIA

PRODUCT | MANUFACTURING
EXTRA ROOMS

“The short film did it. I have been amazed at the 
extra credibility the film has given us. Customers 
now come with complete faith.

We learned a lesson here, the lesson being that 
we should have done it a long time ago, so long 
as it was with a decent film company and we 
were lucky enough to hit that first time with  
Spark Films.”

— David Fowler, Managing Director

https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/698544363/00726ad551
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/703648972/45a9191f63
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/235391137/979003c191


CHARITY | MEDECINE + HEALTH
THE BRISTOL CHILDREN’S HOSPITAL

“What a film! Condensing Andy’s career and 
journey into 5 minutes is no mean task and we 
were blown away by the result. 

We are truly grateful for Sasha’s devotion to this 
wonderful project that will help us to spread the 
word about our life saving work and inspire other 
fundraising heroes.”

— Nicola Master, Director, THE GRAND APPEAL 

RECRUITMENT | SCIENCE + TECHNOLOGY
THE NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY
Exerpt

“We wanted a film that captured what it was 
like to be an NPL employee to encourage the 
scientific stars of the future to join us.  Now that 
they understand our mission, they can see the 
opportunity. We are delighted with the film.

Our CEO, Peter Thompson, said it made him feel 
proud to work here.”

— Sally Williams, Head of Resources,
NATIONAL PHYSICAL LABORATORY

ART 
SCULPTING IN WATER

“I’m delighted with the film that I commissioned 
from Spark Films. It’s both beautiful and highly 
professional.

Sasha worked beyond the call of duty and budget 
to really capture the spirit of my endeavour.”

— William Pye, ARTIST

https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/516273756/cc6a2ae70c
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/289260609/de2a308428
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/703650552/c95c9ddc3c
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/703650552/c95c9ddc3c
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/200658992/161fedfda7


Spark Films is an award-winning film and video production 
company based in Bristol.

We tell stories that use the power of spontaneous, individual 
testimony to create confidence and trust.

We help people find their open, honest and authentic voice 
and express the spontaneous spark that speaks to the heart 
of their motivation.

Together we use that voice to craft a story that reveals your 
meaningful purpose, to inspire belief, nurture trust and
advocate for action.

We make films to believe in for marketing, branding, 
training and recruitment, with an affordable, personal and 
dedicated service.

Spark Films is an award-winning film and video 
production company based in Bristol.

We tell stories that use the power of spontaneous, 
individual testimony to create confidence and trust.

We help people find their open, honest and authentic 
voice and express the spontaneous spark that speaks  
to the heart of their motivation.

Together we use that voice to craft a story that reveals 
your meaningful purpose, to inspire belief, nurture trust 
and advocate for action.
 
We make films to believe in for marketing, branding, 
training and recruitment, with an affordable, personal 
and dedicated service.

WE OFFER

FILMMAKING

STORY CONSULTANCY

SHOOTING + EDITING 
SERVICES

FILM TRAINING

https://www.sparkfilms.co.uk/how-we-do-it
https://www.sparkfilms.co.uk/why-us
https://www.sparkfilms.co.uk/bristol-filming-editing-services
https://www.sparkfilms.co.uk/bristol-filming-editing-services
https://www.sparkfilms.co.uk/film-training


We’re looking for the visionaries, the  
changemakers, the creators of the more  
beautiful world, those driven by an idea.

We want to challenge and enable you to break  
out of the limitations of corporate language,  
and to express your purpose in a way that is  
personal and authentic.

Together we can inspire people with a  
shared vision of a better future.  

Let’s show them how the world could be.

Let’s make a film to believe in.



CINEMA | ENVIRONMENT + ACTIVISM
FILM 4 & THE NATIONAL FILM BOARD of CANADA
Trailer

“Gorgeously photographed, compulsively watchable and deeply sympathetic.” 
GLOBE & MAIL

“A majesterial environmental indictment.” SEQUENCES MAGAZINE

“Audacious.” TORONTO STAR

TV / VoD | ENVIRONMENT + CLIMATE
PASSION PLANET & FALKORA USA
Trailer

“The Troublemaker provides a blueprint for people who are sick and
tired of the futility of civil discourse in combating the climate catastrophe.
We hope this film inspires people to embrace radical tactics and actions
that bring about real change. Our very existence depends on it.”
JOAQUIN PHOENIX & ROONEY MARA

https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/703770810/e120464a94
https://vimeo.com/sashasnow/review/436756931/66010c7db6


     

SPARK FILMS
FILMS TO BELIEVE IN

Sasha Snow
Creative Director | Filmmaker

M 07932 799 065 E sasha@sparkfilms.co.uk

www.sparkfilms.co.uk

mailto:sasha%40sparkfilms.co.uk?subject=
http://www.sparkfilms.co.uk

